
WHAT DOES PATROISM MEAN TO ME

What does patriotism mean to me? Patriotism means loving the country you live in and many things about it. Even
though I do not agree with.

That is what patriotism means to me. To be a good citizen is also a way to show one's love because they are
willing to not judge others by what they look like, That shows that they care for not only themselves but others
also. It is good that the people have some of the power. But, do we ever take the time to stop and consider
what it means? In fact, no two people you meet will have the same explanation of what it means to them. I
later volunteered for duty in Saudi Arabia during desert storm. I respect and am thankful for every soldier who
has served for the United States of America. One specific example of patriotism is when our Founding Fathers
got together and wrote the Constitution. It always helps to look over some patriotic quotes. We really need to.
For example, what is truth to one person may not necessarily be so for someone else, but this is precisely
where an individual enters a continuum. Our soldiers defend our country on the battlefield, and they sacrifice
their lives for our freedom. I am glad that I can wake up in the morning and not have to fear any terrorist
groups like the Taliban or Al Qaeda. This means that you are loyal and faithful to it, and proud of everything it
has accomplished. Patriotism is an immeasurable personal characteristic shown by unselfish acts in which a
person serves their country and its people. By voting, we ensure that America remains in capable hands. It is
often used in speeches to inspire solidarity to some kind of ideal nation-state we call America. Because it is
such a complex concept, having only an intellectual definition of patriotism is very limiting. Even though I do
not agree with some things that our country is doing, I still support the country and the men and women who
serve for our great nation. Patriotism means loving the country you live in and many things about it. Part of
this is voting â€” a privilege and responsibility. If we did not have such a great government, we would
probably not be where we are right now. Patriotism is not sitting back and complaining when taxes are raised
or a new law is passed. By doing this, they worked together and wrote the laws of our country and made our
country a better place. By doing these things, we show others our love and our care for our country. How
about the first world war, the second world war, Korea and Vietnam. I am glad that I live in a country that is
free. It comes with the understanding that when you look back on history, there will be things that one can
point to and be proud. I obtained my US citizenship in Milwaukee while on leave. These are just some of the
reasons why I feel patriotism is important for all of us to cherish. In the future, I hope that more kids would
show their love for their country because someday they will be in their parents' positions doing things their
parents did. One can be frustrated, but patriotism understands that the work never ends â€” that the nation is
always a work in progress. In conclusion, patriotism to me means one's love for their country. The ultimate
example of this is Nathan Hale. Because I feel our country's history is important for us to remember, I will
take the time to contemplate the events that have made our country grow in many different ways. I think that
those hard times for us as a country made us stronger and helped us come together. Patriotism also means to
me that all of us can work together to solve issues we may have with other countries, and we can come up with
good solutions that will protect our country from any harm. Some ways they show is are by serving in the
military, following the laws, working together, being good citizens and by showing respect to our country.
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